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Quantum Weirdness:
A Beginner’s Guide

Dr. Andrew Robinson

Part 1

Introduction

The Quantum Jump
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About Me

• From Bakewell

• PhD in Physical Chemistry

• Worked in Berlin, 
Liverpool, Birmingham

• In Canada since 2000

• Worked at University of 
Saskatchewan

• Moved to Ottawa in 2010

• Teach Physics at Carleton 
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In This Lecture Series

• We will talk about
• What does Quantum Mean?

• Quantum Effects

• What are the ramifications of Quantum Theory

• How Quantum Theory impacts our everyday lives

• I will show a few equations, but you don’t need 
to know any mathematics

• Please ask questions at any time
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Books

“How to Teach Quantum Physics to your 
Dog”

by Chad Orzel

“30-Second Quantum Theory”

By Brian Clegg (ed.)
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Definition of “Quantum”

Physics

• A discrete quantity of energy proportional in 
magnitude to the frequency of the radiation 
it represents.

Legal

• A required or allowed amount, especially an 
amount of money legally payable in 
damages.
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• Quantum Satis “as much as is sufficient“ –
pharmacology and medicine

• Quantum Salis “the amount which is enough”

• Quantum comes from the Latin word quantus, 
meaning "how great".

Used by the German Physicist Hermann 
von Helmholtz ( who was also a 
physician) in the context of the electron 
(quanta of electricity)

Use by Einstein in 1905 "Lichtquanta” –
particle of light
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“Quantum Jump” & “Quantum Leap”

• Colloquially
“A sudden large increase or advance”.

• In physics
“A jump between two discrete energy levels in 
a quantum system”

(Actually a rather small leap in terms of 
energy!)
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Quantum Properties in Physics

• Properties which can only take certain values

When you are on the 
ladder, you must be on 
one of the steps:

1

2

3

4
1

2

3

4

Quantum 
Numbers
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• Not every quantity in physics is quantized

• Your height from the ground when on the 
slide varies continuously

Maximum height

Minimum height1:18 PM
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• Whether you can treat the system as continuous, or 
quantum depends on the scale.

• Zoom out far enough, and you can assume the Pyramid 
is smooth, and so a continuous variable is sufficient

• Zoom in closer, and you find that the Pyramid 
actually has steps, and so is a quantized system

1:18 PM

• When we study things at the atomic scale, we need 
to consider the quantum world

1:18 PM
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Quantization in Classical 
Physics 
What is it?
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Classical Physics

• Newton’s Laws

• Gravitation

• Thermodynamics (heat transfer)

• Waves

• Electricity and Magnetism (Maxwell’s Equations)

This is often called Newtonian Physics, but really starts off a lot 
earlier! A better description would be Pre-20th Century Physics
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Classical Quantization

• There are some examples of physics in classical 
physics

• Standing Waves in musical instruments

Plucking a guitar string 
produces waves which run 
up and down the string, 
reflect at the fixed points 
of the string
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Classical Quantization
• Standing Waves in musical instruments

• When the wave reflects it moves back on itself and 
can create a Standing Wave

• This requires special conditions on the wavelength of 
the wave and the distance between the fixed points

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n8p7xQDNszY
1:18 PM

Properties of Waves: Wavelength 
and Frequency

• When you cause a disturbance on water, you create 
waves

They move outwards 
from the centre of 
the disturbance
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• http://www.falstad.com/ripple/

• There are two important properties of the wave.

• The wavelength: the distance between crests of 
the wave

• The frequency: how many waves pass a fixed 
point per second

𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 = 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 × 𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n8p7xQDNszY
http://www.falstad.com/ripple/
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String Instrument Oscillations

1st Harmonic

2nd Harmonic

3rd Harmonic

Fundamental

First Overtone

Second Overtone

Musical Terminology

The harmonics are defined by quantum numbers n = 1, 2, 3 …

1:18 PM

1st Harmonic

2nd Harmonic

3rd Harmonic

Fundamental

First Overtone

Second Overtone

Percussion Instruments: Drum 
Skin Oscillations
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Wind Instruments: Standing 
Waves in Air Pipes

Open at both ends:
flute

Open at one end:
clarinet

Air Pressure Waves
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• The harmonic series of frequencies are all multiples of 
the first harmonic (fundamental)

𝑓1

𝑓2 = 2𝑓1

𝑓3 = 3𝑓1

𝑓4 = 4𝑓1

𝑓𝑛 = 𝑛𝑓1, 𝑛 = 1,2,3,…

• A classical 
physical system 
with quantized 
natural 
frequencies
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Matter
The Structure of Matter and Why it Matters

1:18 PM

Structure of Matter

• At the end of the 19th century, scientists were 
trying to understand the structure of matter

• Atomic theory: everything is made of atoms

• The word atom comes from the Ancient 
Greek atomos, meaning "indivisible"

The indivisible atoms soon turned out to be divisible!
1:18 PM
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• All matter is composed of atoms.

• The periodic table of elements shows us the 
different type of atoms.
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Structure of the Nucleus

• The centre of the atom (the nucleus) is composed 
of two different types of particles

• Protons – have a positive charge +

• Neutrons – have no charge

Each chemical element has a 
different number of protons in it.

Hydrogen: 1 proton
Carbon:     6 protons
Nitrogen:  7 protons
Oxygen:    8 protons

1:18 PM
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Electricity and 
Magnetism
In Classical Physics
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Electricity and Charge

• In an electrical circuit, 
some of the electrons 
are free to move 
around within a 
conducting material 
(often a metal)
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Electric Fields (E)

• Electric fields (E) are generated by charges

• Positive charges generate an electric field which 
points away from the charge

• Negative charges generate fields moving towards 
the charge

1:18 PM
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• If another charge sits in the electric field generated 
by a charge it feels a force

+

Positive charges 
pushed in the 
direction of the 
electric field

-

Positive charges 
pulled against 
direction of the 
electric field

E

1:18 PM

Magnetic Fields (B)

Magnets have North Poles and South 
Poles

There are forces between two 
magnets

Like poles repel
Unlike poles attract

1:18 PM

Iron Filings Oriented Over a Magnet

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XHYn0Rt0ci8

Ferrofluids: contain small iron particles – follows magnetic fields

1:22 PM

Magnetic Field B
Closed loops
From North Poles to 
South Poles

Maxwell’s Equations

Toby

• Unified the theory of electric and magnetic fields

1:18 PM

• The modern formulation of Maxwell’s Equations

A magnetic field B which changes with time creates an electric field E

A electric field E which changes with time creates a magnetic  field B

1:18 PM

• The mathematical solutions to these equations produce 
travelling waves, spreading out in three dimensions

1:18 PM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XHYn0Rt0ci8
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• Changing electric current

• Moving charges

• Changing electric and magnetic fields

Aerial

-

Electromagnetic 
wave (radio wave) 
generated

1:18 PM

• If we look along a single direction

Maxwell’s equations require that the electric field E 
and the magnetic field B are perpendicular to each 
other, and both are perpendicular to the direction of 
the wave 

1:18 PM

• As with the water waves, we can define the 
wavelength, as the distance between two 
peaks

• It is the same value for both electric and 
magnetic fields

Wavelength

1:18 PM

Electromagnetic Waves

Radiation interacts strongly when it meets 
objects about the same size as the wavelength

1:18 PM

R  O  Y  G  B  I  V

Long wavelength Short wavelength

UltravioletInfrared

Heat

Visible Light

Sunburn
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Polarization of Electromagnetic 
Radiation

The direction of the 
electric field (E) 
oscillation defines the 
polarization

In this drawing, 
the light is 
vertically 
polarized

1:18 PM

By%20Inductiveload%20-%20http:/commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:EM_Spectrum_Properties.svg,%20CC%20BY-SA%203.0,%20https:/commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=24646522
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Horizontal And Vertical 
Polarizations

Electric Field vertical:
Vertically Polarized Light

Electric Field horizontal:
Horizontally Polarized Light

1:18 PM

Polarization
Our First Quantum Weirdness Experiment

1:18 PM

Polarizing Filters

• Two polarizing filters
• One blocks horizontally 

polarized light
• The other blocks vertically 

polarized light
• Together they block all 

the light
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Polaroid Filter

• A thin transparent film of long-chain molecules 
aligned in one direction

Allows 
vertical 
polarized 
light 
through

Blocks 
horizontal 
polarized 
light
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Polarized Sunglasses

If you rotate 
two lenses from 
polarized 
sunglasses, 
they should 
block out all the 
light
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If the Polarization is Not Vertical 
or Horizontal
• The polarization can be described as a combination 

of vertical and horizontal polarization components

Horizontally Polarized Component

Vertically Polarized Component

1:18 PM

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Polarizer_sheet_perpendicular.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Test_for_polarized_and_non-polarized_sunglasses_2.jpg
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First (vertical) filter 
blocks horizontal 
polarized light

Second 
(horizontal)filter 
blocks vertical 
polarized light.

No light should get 
through
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Polarization By Reflection

• Unpolarized light is partially polarized by reflection

• Light from the sun is unpolarized

Light reflected off the surface of the water is polarized. Putting a polarizing 
filter on the camera removes the polarized reflection, so you can see under the 
water
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Three Polarizers Experiment

• https://youtu.be/gm2LCsM_S5o

• Put a third polarizer in between the two crossed 
polarizers (which block the light).

• Now you can see through the three polarizer 
combination.

• This should not happen in classical physics

• Requires a quantum explanation

• We will explain this quantum weirdness in a while
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Waves and Diffraction
When Waves Change Direction

1:18 PM

Diffraction

• Waves can change direction when they hit an 
obstruction or go through an aperture

• The effect is very strong if 
the size of the obstruction 
or aperture is similar to 
the size of the wavelength

1:18 PM

• Waves moving through a breakwater

1:18 PM

https://youtu.be/gm2LCsM_S5o
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Diffraction of Waves Through Two 
Narrow Slits
• http://www.falstad.com/ripple/

• Striped patterns produced.

• This only happens if waves go through the slits

• If a stream of particles goes through the slits, we just 
see two images of the slits
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Diffraction With Two Slits

• The two sets of waves cancel each other out 
in some places (destructive interference)

Cancellation of the 
waves.

If these were light 
waves, the 
cancellation leads 
to a dark area

Bright BrightBright

Dark Dark DarkDark
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Young’s Slit Experiment

• Thomas Young did this 
experiment in 1801

• Shone light through two 
slits, saw the “diffraction 
pattern”

• First conclusive proof that 
light was a wave

https://www.britannica.com/biography/Thomas-Young/media/653983/1948901:18 PM

• It turns out that light also diffracts through a 
single slit, so the double slit experiment is a 
superposition of two different diffractions

1:18 PM

http://www.falstad.com/ripple/
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Thomas-Young/media/653983/194890

